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“The AI brain is searching for its robot ‘body.’ And the body is the vessel of the AI
‘soul’”, writes Adam Jonas in an actual note to clients. Morgan Stanley’s autos

analyst has been moved to aphorise by Elon Musk’s surprise visit to Beijing.

Less contemplative observers might think Tesla shares are being short-squeezed up

~10 per cent today after Bloomberg reported that the company has received

tentative clearance to sell full-self-driving in China — a possibility Musk had
flagged during last week’s results conference call.
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More important, says Jonas, is the signal that Musk still loves Tesla . . . 

... and that China can still tolerate Musk . . . 

... so investors can still love Tesla, whatever it might become:

Investor concerns around whether Elon Musk was ‘all in’ on Tesla have

been weighing heavily on the stock since the compensation package
was rejected by Delaware judge. Even the smallest gesture of

commitment (an unannounced trip to Beijing) has elevated meaning

here, combating concerns over Musk’s commitment to Tesla relative

the broader Musk ecosystem of companies (SpaceX/X.AI/etc.).

We would assume that Elon Musk’s US national security clearance is

higher than that of the typical American CEO due to his control of

SpaceX and the range of missions it conducts with NASA, Space Force

and the broader [US Department of Defence]. Achieving a potential

detente with the PRC on such areas as autonomous driving/FSD (with
its obvious national security sensitivity given its ‘dual purpose’

technology) is surprising and deserves greater research and

understanding. For now, Musk winning blessing from the PRC for FSD

roll-out in the country seems to address embedded fears of Tesla’s

China profit (we estimate China accounts for as much as one half of
profit).

The ongoing LLM/Gen AI revolution is in the early days of crossing

over into robotics. LLM and robotics were long seen as vastly different

areas of science. But there may be far more overlap in how the
advancement of LLM accelerates the training and learning of the robot

- whether it is a ‘car shaped’ robot or a human shaped one.



Titled “He’s Back”, the note reiterates Morgan Stanley’s (recently lowered) $310

share price target on Tesla, of which extant businesses contribute $67:
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And if all those 2030 forecasts don’t pan out, there may be an opportunity to open

an Etsy shop:
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Further reading
— The best of Morgan Stanley’s Adam Jonas (FTAV)

— Adam Jonas explains why Tesla will be better at being Nvidia than Nvidia
(FTAV)
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